The ConTran system provided by Horizon Systems has exceeded
our expectations here at Day Six Pet Nutrition. We believe that
this system is essential in a process design that encompasses
all aspects of food safety, product handling and preventative
maintenance. Horizon Systems has also provided the customer
support necessary to assure the performance of their system.
We are proud to have this high quality system in our operation.
Jerry D. Ross

President/Owner, Day Six Pet Nutrition

TECHNOLOGY MATTERS
is the fourth
generation of continuous
dense phase transfer technology
by Horizon Systems. This evolution
in dense phase transfer will gently
handle your product at relatively
low pressure and high convey
rates, resulting in minimal breakage
and ﬁnes and conveying with less
energy consumption while lowering
maintenance costs compared to other
pneumatic system designs.

COMMONLY USED MATERIALS

Pet Food
Kibbles

Nuts

Coffee
Beans

Seeds

Whole
Grains

Grain
Fractions

Plastics

Chemical
Powders

To gently handle your product,
ConTran uses a vacuum-throttling
valve in conjunction with control
software to accurately maintain a
stable, continuous movement of
product. Supervisory controls allow
for managing multiple layouts and
troubleshooting system performance.
The software can be programmed to
handle multiple materials and varying
convey rates and distances.

IS SANITATION IMPORTANT TO
YOUR PROCESS?
When designing your system,
our engineers will offer sanitary
and process safe design and
component options that will help
you meet product and facility safety
requirements, which ultimately
protect your brand.
CONTRAN ADVANTAGE
Minimal material degradation
(actual degradation comparison)

Sugar

Dilute Phase

ConTran

CONTRAN PRODUCT FLOW

AIR CONTROLLER
Modiﬁes the density of the air entering the blower
to generate a low velocity air stream that gently
delivers product to storage or packaging

PRESSURE BLOWER

PRODUCT FLOW
TERMINATOR

A “Full Bore” Plug
Diverter Valve is used
to add ﬂexibility to system
designs by allowing
multi-source production
to a single destination or a
single-source production
to multiple storage or
processing destinations

Reduces the product velocity
as it exits the convey line,
which protects the product from
excessive breakage as it’s delivered
to the destination receiver or bin

VISUAL INSPECTION

The ConTran pressure blower system offers
operating efﬁciency and cost savings compared to
other pneumatic systems
Control panel can be programmed to operate the
system independently or expanded to work with other
production functions depending on the capabilities of your
PLC system
Pressure blower conﬁguration includes a sound enclosure,
reducing noise and protecting employees from moving parts

A Site Glass may be added
at inspection points to visually
verify product ﬂow without giving
up system performance

FEED ASSEMBLY
The high performance valve
provides repeatable / reliable
air loss calculation for more
accurate product feed and ﬂow

